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borderline personality disorder – a
systematic review and meta-analysis
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Objective: Psychotherapy for borderline personality disorder (BPD)
has been associated with problematically low treatment completion
rates.
Method: PsycInfo and Medline were systematically searched to
identify studies providing information on treatment completion in
psychotherapy models that have been shown to be effective for BPD.
A meta-analysis of treatment completion rates and a narrative analysis
of factors predicting dropout were conducted.
Results: Forty-one studies were included, with completion rates
ranging from 36% to 100% – a substantial between-study
heterogeneity. Random effects meta-analyses yielded an overall
completion rate of 75% (95% CI: 68–82%) for interventions of
<12 months duration, and 71% (95% CI: 65–76%) for longer
interventions. Egger�s test for publication bias was significant for both
analyses (P £ 0.01). Study characteristics such as treatment model and
treatment setting did not explain between-study heterogeneity. In
individual studies, factors predicting dropout status included
commitment to change, the therapeutic relationship and impulsivity,
whilst sociodemographics were consistently non-predictive.
Conclusion: Borderline personality disorder should no longer be
associated with high rates of dropout from treatment. However, the
substantial variation in completion rates between studies remains
unexplained. Research on the psychological processes involved in
dropping out of treatment could further improve dropout rates.
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Summations

• This is the first systematic review and meta-analysis of treatment completion rates in borderline
personality disorder, focussing on psychotherapy models that have been demonstrated to be effective
for this patient group

• The finding that on average 75% of patients complete treatment challenges the association of
borderline personality with poor treatment completion rates

• Evidence on predictors of dropout was minimal

Considerations

• The studies included were conceptually and statistically heterogenous, limiting the comparability of
completion rates

• Analyses indicated a potential bias towards the publication of studies with higher completion rates
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Introduction

It is estimated that around 1% of the population
may have borderline personality disorder (BPD)
(1). People with BPD have difficulty managing
their emotions (2, 3) and frequently go to extremes
to deal with them by self-harming or using drugs,
or thinking about and attempting suicide (4, 5).
Some generate high costs to healthcare services
because of frequent use of Accident and Emer-
gency Departments and in-patient services (6, 7).
Many also have substantial difficulties maintaining
relationships with relatives and friends, or holding
jobs (8, 9), and the experience of stress-linked
dissociative or psychotic experiences is relatively
common (10, 11). The disorder was in the past
considered relatively stable; however, recent epide-
miological studies have demonstrated that rates of
remission are much higher than previously thought
(12, 13), although some difficulties remain (14).
Considering their complex needs and the burden

placed on health services by these individuals, and
especially given the current climate of hope regard-
ing the possibility of improvement or even remis-
sion, development of effective treatment services
has become a priority for healthcare (15, 16).
In existing reviews of dropout rates in BPD,

which included any psychological treatment rather
than focusing on those which have evidence for
effectiveness, treatment of BPD has been associ-
ated with problematically low treatment comple-
tion rates (17–19), with rates as low as 37%, 33%
and 8% in individual studies (20–22). A low
treatment completion rate may imply that the
treatment is not effective in addressing the needs of
the target patient group. Indeed, patients who drop
out early from psychosocial treatment may not
gain any benefit from the treatment (23, 24). Cost-
effectiveness may suffer when funding assessment
and treatment sessions for those who eventually
drop out. Additionally, treatment dropouts may be
more likely to drop out of research assessments
than treatment completers. Research data may
therefore become skewed towards outcomes for
treatment completers even when an intention-
to-treat analysis is used, thus limiting its generalis-
ability (17, 25). Thus, a consideration of treatment
completion rates is crucial when evaluating the
effectiveness of treatment.
Several new psychotherapies, such as dialectical

behaviour therapy (DBT), mentalisation-based
therapy (MBT) and transference-focused psycho-
therapy, have been developed specifically to treat
BPD and have been shown to be effective com-
pared with treatment as usual in reducing self-
harm and suicidality, amongst other variables.

Whilst their effectiveness has been thoroughly
reviewed (26–28), completion rates in these treat-
ments have not been systematically reviewed.
Thus, the association of BPD with low treatment
completion rates has not been re-evaluated in
the light of the recent evidence on the new, more
effective psychotherapeutic treatment that is avail-
able. This may be especially important as evaluat-
ing dropout rates in a therapy with as yet
unproven effectiveness could conflate high dropout
with ineffectiveness. It may also be important to
determine what factors are associated with com-
pletion vs. dropout when these models are used to
treat BPD. This could provide an understanding of
which individuals these treatments may be less
suitable for, which treatment processes may
encourage retention and which treatment processes
may lead to dropout. This in turn may inform
modification of existing interventions or the devel-
opment of new interventions to improve comple-
tion rates.

Aims of the study

This systematic review therefore aims i) to system-
atically review and conduct a meta-analysis of
completion rates in psychotherapy models identi-
fied as effective for borderline personality (BPD)
and ii) to identify factors associated with treatment
completion vs. dropout when these models are used
to treat BPD.

Material and methods

The study was designed as a systematic review and
meta-analysis. Searches were conducted in October
2009 in the PsycInfo and Medline databases. In a
first step, an initial search aimed to identify
psychotherapy models that had been demonstrated
as effective for treating BPD. �Effectiveness� was
defined as demonstration in at least one rando-
mised controlled trial (RCT) that the treatment
was effective in improving one or more of the
symptoms of BPD as defined by DSM-IV, com-
pared with treatment as usual or another psycho-
therapy. In a second step, studies were identified in
which one or more of the interventions identified in
the first step were evaluated – whether in an RCT,
quasi-experimental or observational design, and in
which completion rates or factors associated with
completion were described.
For the first step, Psycinfo and Medline were

searched using the term �RCT� and �BPD�. Known
reviews of psychotherapeutic treatment for BPD
such as the Health Technology Assessment review
(26), the Cochrane review (27) and Zanarini�s
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review (28) were also consulted. This initial search
identified the following effective treatments for
BPD: cognitive behaviour therapy (CBT) (29);
DBT (30–36); dynamic deconstructive psychother-
apy (DDP) (37); emotion regulation group therapy
(ERGT) (38); MBT (39); schema-focused therapy
(40, 41); STEPPS (42, 43); and transference-
focused therapy (TFP) (44).
For the second step, a systematic search for

papers reporting treatment completion rates or
factors associated with treatment completion rates
in these psychotherapy models was conducted.
Psycinfo and Medline were searched using combi-
nations of the term �BPD� with the following:
�cognitive behavio(u)r(al) therapy�, �dialectical
behavio(u)r (al) therapy�, �DDP�, �ERGT�, �MBT�,
�mentalization based therapy�, �schema therapy�,
�STEPPS�, �transference focused psychotherapy�.
Only studies published between 1980 and 2009
were searched to focus the search on the new
treatments that have recently been developed
specifically for or adapted for treating BPD. Two
researchers screened the search results together and
decided which abstracts to screen, which full texts
to screen and which studies to include.
Studies were included if they were original

research, if they described the application of one
of the previously named psychotherapy models to
patients with BPD and if they presented informa-
tion on treatment completion and ⁄or factors asso-
ciated with treatment completion. Treatment
completion was defined as the proportion of
patients initiating psychotherapy who completed
the full course of treatment. Manualisation was not
a necessary precursor for inclusion of an interven-
tion. However, to ensure that only evidence-based
interventions were considered, studies were only
included if the intervention sufficiently closely
followed a format that has been demonstrated to
be effective. This meant that, for example, some
studies were rejected because they evaluated only
part of an intervention- this part having not yet
been demonstrated to be effective when offered
without the other parts of the intervention. Studies
were excluded if they had a sample size of less than
ten (as this was considered too small to be
representative) or if attendance of treatment was
compulsory. Non-English language papers were
not excluded.
Data extraction was then completed indepen-

dently by two researchers for each study using a
data extraction sheet developed for the review. Any
conflicting answers were discussed and reconsid-
ered until agreement was reached. The authors of
15 studies were contacted to clarify information or
to obtain additional information not presented in

the published papers, primarily to clarify the
treatment completion rate and whether attendance
rules were operational. Responses were obtained
from eight.
Some criteria were established to assess the

quality of the included studies. Studies were
assigned a quality score from 0 to 3. The quality
criteria were as follows: i) Sample allocated to
treatment ‡30 (1 point), as studies with larger
sample sizes are likely to be of higher quality
than those with smaller sample sizes, ii) Clear
information on treatment completion (1 point)
and iii) Clear information on the definition of a
treatment dropout (1 point) i.e. clear specifica-
tion of how many treatment sessions a patient
had to miss before being considered a treatment
dropout.
Meta-analyses of treatment completion rates

were then conducted, using Comprehensive Meta-
analysis software (45). Separate meta-analyses of
treatment completion rates for interventions of
<12 months and interventions of twelve months
duration or more were conducted, as completion
rates were not thought to be comparable across
very different intervention lengths. A random
effects model was planned as this assumes that
intervention and patient characteristics are not
identical across studies and that completion rates
may vary accordingly. The model assumes there-
fore that there is a distribution of �true� effect sizes
rather than a single true effect and aims to estimate
the mean of this distribution of true effect sizes.
The Q-statistic and the I2 statistic were calculated
to assess the level of between-study heterogeneity.
Egger�s test of the intercept (46) and a funnel plot
were computed to evaluate the evidence for pub-
lication bias. Psychotherapy model, psychotherapy
orientation (behavioural vs. non-behavioural),
sample size (N < 30 vs. N ‡ 30), intervention
length, patient age range (adult vs. adolescent),
trial type (randomised vs. non-randomised), treat-
ment setting (out-patient vs. in-patient vs. foren-
sic), attendance rules (attendance rules vs. no
attendance rules) inclusion criteria (excluding
schizophrenia and related disorders vs. not exclud-
ing schizophrenia and related disorders) and qual-
ity score were considered as moderator variables
by stratification in the meta-analyses.
Studies that evaluated the relationship between

one or more variables and dropout from psycho-
therapy for BPD were narratively analysed. Any
significant association, trend or absence of associ-
ation between a variable and dropout from psy-
chotherapy was recorded, and any associations
found consistently across more than one study
were noted.
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Results

Studies included

Forty-four papers based on 41 different studies
were identified as eligible for inclusion in this
review. See Fig. 1 for a QUOROM diagram
detailing the study retrieval process. Some papers
provided information on more than one of the
psychotherapies under review. Two papers pro-
vided information on treatment completion or
factors associated with completion in CBT, 28
did so for DBT, one for dynamic deconstructive
therapy, one for ERGT, one for MBT, four for
schema therapy, four for STEPPS and six for TFP.
All studies included only patients with a diagnosis
or features of BPD, and some specifically included
those with a recent history of self-harm or those
with substance or alcohol misuse problems. Most
studies (29 ⁄41) excluded patients with schizophre-
nia or related disorders, and many excluded those
with bipolar disorder (21 ⁄41) or with substance
misuse problems (17 ⁄41). Four non-English
language papers were included (one Dutch, two
German and one Spanish). Studies included are
fully described in Table 1.

Quality analysis

Study quality ranged from 1 to 3, with 23 studies
scoring 1, 15 studies scoring 2 and three studies
scoring 3. Quality scores are presented in Table 1.

Between-study heterogeneity

Forty-one studies reported on what percentage of
participants completed treatment.

There was significant heterogeneity in the com-
pletion rates reported: (interventions shorter than
12 months – Q (18) = 54, P < 0.01, I2 = 67%;
interventions 12 months or longer-Q (23) = 57,
P < 0.01, I2 = 60%), with the I2 statistic imply-
ing the magnitude to be substantial. The high
degree of heterogeneity suggests that a random
effects model might be appropriate.

Treatment completion rates

A random effects meta-analysis yielded an overall
completion rate of 71% for interventions of
12 months or greater duration (95% confidence
interval: 65–76%). A separate analysis yielded a
completion rate of 75% for interventions of a
shorter duration (95% confidence interval: 68–
82%). At the P = 0.05 level, there was no signifi-
cant effect of psychotherapy model, psychotherapy
orientation (behavioural vs. non-behavioural),
sample size (N < 30 vs. N ‡ 30), intervention
length (under 6 months vs. 6 months or longer),
patient age range (adult vs. adolescent), trial type
(randomised vs. non-randomised), treatment setting
(out-patient vs. in-patient vs. forensic), attendance
rules (attendance rules vs. no attendance rules),
inclusion criteria (excluding schizophrenia and
related disorders vs. not excluding schizophrenia
and related disorders) or quality criteria on com-
pletion rates in either of the meta-analyses. The
results of the analyses are shown in Tables 2 and 3.

Publication bias

Egger�s test of the intercept suggested the presence
of publication bias in both meta-analyses [inter-

Unique search results:
n = 339 

Abstracts screened: n = 275 

Rejected: n = 84 
- not original research: n = 51 
- incorrect type of therapy: n = 21 
- sample did not have  borderline personality         
disorder diagnosis: n = 12 

Full texts screened: n = 68 

Rejected: n = 207 
- incorrect type of therapy: n = 25 
- not original research: n = 148  
- not adherent to manualised treatment format: n = 18 
- sample size less than ten: n = 9 
- sample did not have borderline personality       
disorder diagnosis: n = 7 

Papers included in review: n = 44 

Rejected: n = 24 
- not original research: n = 7 
- sample size less than ten: n = 5 
- not adherent to manualised treatment format: n = 2 
- no information on treatment completion or factors   
associated with treatment dropout: n = 10 

Abstracts of references of 
included papers screened: 
n = 11 
Abstracts of papers citing 
included papers screened: 
n = 9 

Fig. 1. QUOROM diagram for paper selection.
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Table 1. Description of studies included

First author and
date Treatment

Inclusion criteria

Design Setting

Treatment
length

(months)
Quality
scoreBPD

Self-
harm

Substance
or alcohol

dependence Gender Age

Bateman 1999 (39) MBT Yes No No Any Adults RCT of DBT vs. MBT Out-patient 18 1
Black 2008 (47) STEPPS Yes No No Female Adults Observational study of STEPPS Forensic 5 1
Blum 2008 (42)

[Black 2009] (48)
STEPPS Yes No No Any Adults RCT of STEPPS vs. TAU

[Observational study of
predictors of outcome in
above RCT]

Out-patient 5 2

Bohus 2004 (49) DBT Yes Yes No Female Adults CT of DBT vs. waiting list In-patient 3 2
Brassington 2006 (50) DBT Yes No No Female Adults Observational study of DBT Out-patient 6 1
Brown 2004 (51) CBT Yes Yes No Any Adults Observational study of CBT Out-patient 12 1
Clarkin 2001 (52) TFP Yes Yes No Female Adults Observational study of TFP Out-patient 12 1
Clarkin 2007 (44)

[Meehan 2008] (53)
DBT &

TFP
Yes No No Any Adults RCT of DBT vs. TFP vs. ST

[Observational study of
predictors of outcome in
above RCT]

Out-patient 12 1

Comtois 2007 (54) DBT 96% Yes No Any Adults Observational study of DBT Out-patient 12 3
Cottraux 2009 (55) CBT Yes No No Any Adults RCT of CBT vs. CCT Out-patient 12 2
Farrell 2009 (41) SFT Yes No No Female Adults RCT of SFT with TAU vs.

TAU alone
Out-patient 8 1

Fleischhaker 2006 (56) DBT Yes Yes No Any Adolescents Observational study of DBT Out-patient 4 1
Giesen-Bloo 2006 (40)

[Spinhoven 2007] (57)
SFT &

TFP
Yes No No Any Adults RCT of SFT vs. TFP

[Observational study of
predictors of outcome in
above RCT]

Out-patient 36 1

Gratz 2006 (38) ERGT Yes Yes No Female Adults RCT of ERGT with individual
therapy vs. individual therapy
alone

Out-patient 3 2

Gregory 2008 (37) DDP Yes No Yes Any Adults RCT of DDP vs. TAU Out-patient 12 1
Harley 2007 (58) DBT Yes No No Any Adults RCT of full DBT vs. DBT skills

group with non-DBT
individual therapy

Out-patient 7 2

James 2008 (59) DBT Yes Yes No Any Adolescents Observational study of DBT Out-patient 12 2
Kennedy 2007 (60) DBT Yes Yes No Any Adults Observational study of DBT Out-patient 12 1
Koons 2001 (33) DBT Yes No No Female Adults RCT of DBT vs. TAU Out-patient 6 1
Krçger 2006 (61) DBT Yes No No Any Adults Observational study of DBT In-patient 3 2
Linehan 1991 (30) DBT Yes Yes No Female Adult RCT of DBT vs. TAU Out-patient 12 2
Linehan 1999 (31) DBT Yes No Yes Female Adults RCT of DBT vs. TAU Out-patient 12 1
Linehan 2002 (34) DBT Yes No Yes Female Adults RCT of DBT vs. CVT with

12-step
Out-patient 12 2

Linehan 2006 (36) DBT Yes Yes No Female Adults RCT of DBT vs. TBCE Out-patient 12 1
Linehan 2008 (62) DBT Yes No No Female Adults RCT of DBT with olanzapine

vs. DBT with placebo
Out-patient 6 2

L�pez 2004 (63) TFP Yes No No Female Adults Observational study of TFP Out-patient 12 1
Low 2001 (64) DBT Yes Yes No Female Adults Observational study of DBT Forensic 12 1
Nadort 2009 (65) SFT Yes No No Any Adults RCT of SFT with extra phone

support vs. SFT alone
Out-patient 18 2

Nee 2005 (66) DBT Yes Yes No Female Adults Observational study of
DBT -short programme and
long programme

Forensic 3 and 12 1

Perseius 2007 (67) DBT Yes No No Female Adults Observational study of
burnout in DBT therapists

Out-patient 12 1

R�sch 2008 (68) DBT Yes Yes No Female Adults Observational study of
predictors of dropout in DBT

In-patient 3 2

Schornstein 2008 (69) DBT Yes No Yes Any Adults Observational study of DBT In-patient 4 1
Simpson 2004 (70) DBT Yes No No Female Adults RCT of DBT with fluoxetine

vs. DBT with placebo
Out-patient 3 1

Soler 2008 (71) DBT Yes No No Any Adults Observational study of
predictors of dropout in DBT

Out-patient 3 2

Stanley 2007 (72) DBT Yes No No Any Adults Observational study of DBT Out-patient 6 1
Turner 2000 (32) DBT Yes No No Any Adults RCT of DBT vs. CCT Out-patient 12 1
VanWel 2009 (43) STEPPS Yes No No Any Adults RCT of STEPPS vs. TAU Out-patient 5 2
Verheul 2003 (35) DBT Yes No No Female Adults RCT of DBT vs. TAU Out-patient 12 2
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ventions shorter than 12 months: t(17) = 3.5, P <
0.01; longer interventions: t(22) = 2.4, P = 0.01].
The funnel plots are presented in Fig. 2 and could
be interpreted as suggesting that smaller studies
were more likely to be published if they had a high
completion rate.

Factors associated with treatment dropout – narrative analysis

Only 11 of the 41 studies examined predictors of
treatment dropout. All eight studies that evaluated

the association of sociodemographic variables with
dropout from psychotherapy for BPD found no
significant association. Sociodemographic vari-
ables found not to predict dropout have included
age (43, 48, 52, 55, 68, 74), gender (43, 48, 61, 71),
marital status (43, 52, 71), living alone (43),
education level (43, 48, 52, 68, 71), employment
status (43, 52, 61, 71), race (52, 74) and religion
(52).
With the exception of the finding that dropouts

were more likely to have schizoid personality

Table 1. Continued

First author and
date Treatment

Inclusion criteria

Design Setting

Treatment
length

(months)
Quality
scoreBPD

Self-
harm

Substance
or alcohol

dependence Gender Age

Webb 2009 (73) DBT Yes No No Female Adults Observational study compar-
ing completers and dropouts
from DBT

Out-patient Variable 1

Woodberry 2008 (74) DBT Yes No No Any Adolescents Observational study of DBT Out-patient 4 3
Zinkler 2007 (75) DBT Yes Yes No Any Adults Observational study of DBT Out-patient 12 3

BPD, borderline personality disorder; CBT, cognitive behavioural therapy; CCT, client centred therapy, CT, controlled trial, CVT, comprehensive validation therapy, DBT, dialectical
behaviour therapy, DDP, dynamic deconstructive psychotherapy, ERGT, emotion regulation group therapy, MBT, mentalisation-based therapy, RCT, randomised controlled trial,
SFT, schema-focused therapy, ST, supportive therapy, STEPPS, systems training for emotional predictability and problem solving, TAU, treatment as usual, TBCE, treatment by
community experts, TFP, transference-focused psychotherapy.

Table 2. Meta-analyses of completion rates in psychotherapy for borderline personality disorder – intervention length under 12 months

DBT, dialectical behaviour therapy; ERGT, emotion regulation group therapy.
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disorder (52), treatment completers and dropouts
did not differ in terms of comorbid Axis1 or Axis 2
diagnoses (48, 52, 68, 74). Likewise, with the

exception of one study that found greater depres-
sion symptom severity in dropouts (49), symptom
severity at baseline, including BPD symptom

–3 –2 –1 0 1 2 3

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Log completion rate

Standard error

–4 –3 –2 –1 0 1 2 3 4

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Log completion rate

(a)

Standard error

(b)

Fig. 2. Funnel plots of standard error by log completion in (a) interventions shorter than 12 months and (b) longer interventions.

Table 3. Meta-analyses of completion rates in psychotherapy for borderline personality disorder – intervention length 12 months or longer

CBT, cognitive behaviour therapy; DBT, dialectical behaviour therapy; DDP, dynamic deconstructive psychotherapy; MBT, mentalisation-based therapy; TFP, transference-focused
therapy.
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severity, depression symptom severity and general
psychopathology, was not found to differ between
dropouts and completers (48, 57, 68, 74). Lengths
of illness and hospitalisation history were also not
found to be associated with dropout (43, 55, 68,
74).
Factors found to be positively associated with

treatment dropout have included high impulsivity
(48, 55) and less pretreatment suicidal behaviour
(68, 74 – trend), although conflictingly a third
study found that past suicidal behaviour did not
differ between dropouts and completers (48). Only
a few studies focused more on internal psycholog-
ical processes, and these have suggested that lack
of commitment to change (71), less internal and
more external motivation for change (73) and
higher perceived stigma (68) could be related to
dropout. Likewise, only a few studies examined the
therapeutic processes occurring during treatment,
and these have shown that less affective commu-
nication during treatment (53), and a poor patient
or therapist-rated therapeutic alliance early in
treatment (57) can predict dropout. Other factors
associated with dropout have included higher
baseline experiential avoidance (68), higher trait
anxiety (68) and higher anger (68 – trend). Con-
flicting findings exist regarding the relevance of
number of personality disorders, with one study
finding that those with a greater number were more
likely to drop out (73), whilst another study found
it made no difference (48). Similarly, one study
found that patients taking fewer psychotropic
medications were more likely to drop out (48),
whilst another study found that the number of
psychotropic medications taken was unrelated (52).

Discussion

Treatment completion or factors associated with
treatment completion were reviewed in psycho-
therapeutic interventions that have been shown to
be effective in treating BPD. These included cog-
nitive behavioural therapy, DBT, DDP, EGRT,
MBT, schema-focused therapy, systems training
for emotional predictability and problem solving,
and transference-focused psychotherapy. A meta-
analysis yielded an overall completion rate of 71%
for interventions of 12 months or greater duration,
and 75% for interventions of a shorter duration.
There was a high degree of heterogeneity in
completion rates between studies. There was also
evidence that there may have been a bias towards
publication of studies with higher completion rates,
although the test used may be subject to a high false
positive rate (76). The variables considered
as moderators in the meta-analysis were not

associated with differences in completion rates
between studies.
When narratively reviewing the relatively few

individual studies that evaluated predictors of
dropout from effective psychotherapy for BPD,
the most consistent finding was that sociodemo-
graphic variables were not associated with drop-
out. Pretreatment symptoms were also usually not
associated with dropout. There was some sugges-
tion that less pretreatment suicidal behaviour and
higher impulsivity could be associated with drop-
out. Only a few studies explored the relation of
psychological or therapeutic processes to dropout.
One study identified commitment to change as a
possible process that may be related to treatment
dropout from DBT, whilst another found similarly
that treatment completers had greater internal
motivation for treatment. The therapeutic process
itself could also be important, as poor therapeutic
alliance early in treatment and lack of affective
communication were found to predict dropout.
Strengths of this review include the wide and

systematic search strategy, the relatively large
number of studies included, the inclusion of non-
English language papers and the inclusion of more
pragmatic, naturalistic studies as well as efficacy
studies, which may render its conclusions more
applicable to everyday clinical practice. Further
strengths are that many of the authors were
contacted to clarify ambiguous information and
that two researchers independently extracted the
data, thus minimising the possibility of oversight
or bias during these processes.
The main limitation of this review is that it

included eight different interventions, which more-
over were applied in a variety of treatment settings,
patient groups and treatment lengths. This may
limit the comparability of completion rates and
factors predicting dropout across studies. Differ-
ences in exclusion criteria between studies could
also have affected completion rates, as potentially
very extensive exclusion criteria could select out the
more �difficult� patients before treatment begins,
thus yielding better completion rates. Moreover,
the definition of a �treatment dropout� likely varied
widely across studies, with some studies operating
very strict rules whereby patients missing more
than three consecutive treatment sessions were
considered dropouts (30), whilst others were much
more generous in their definition of a dropout.
Most studies did not specify exactly how they had
defined treatment dropout, rendering interpreta-
tion difficult. Treatment setting, length, interven-
tion, exclusion criteria, attendance rules and other
study characteristics were not found to be associ-
ated with completion rates in the meta-analysis.
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However, the meta-analysis may not have had
sufficient power to detect the influence of the
moderators assessed.
The review is also limited in that assessing

treatment take-up rates was not possible owing to
the large number of RCTs included, in which it is
not possible to calculate a take-up rate for
individual interventions. This is an important
consideration, as if a low proportion of patients
offered the treatment actually take it up, then the
patients who would have been more likely to drop
out of treatment later on may have self-selected out
before even starting treatment. A further consid-
eration is that setting a generous criterion for
effectiveness could have affected our results. If, for
example, an intervention that was effective in
treating one of the symptoms of BPD was rela-
tively ineffective at treating any of the other
symptoms, this could have increased dropout.
Nonetheless, despite the lenient inclusion criterion,
all but one of the included interventions have in
fact demonstrated effectiveness for treating multi-
ple symptoms of BPD, although how far these
gains are maintained post-treatment is a subject of
ongoing debate and research.
The treatment completion rate found here is

fairly high and is in fact higher than that found in a
meta-analysis of completion rates across 110 psy-
chotherapy studies including patients with a wide
variety of both Axis I and Axis II disorders, in
which the overall completion rate was 65% (77).
The finding that the therapeutic alliance,

patients� motivation for change and impulsivity
could be potentially important predictors of drop-
out in psychotherapy for BPD is consistent with
the wider psychotherapy literature. A meta-analy-
sis of 110 psychotherapy studies found that these
three factors were consistently strong predictors of
dropout (77). The same meta-analysis also found
that sociodemographic variables were not strong
predictors of dropout, consistent with the findings
of the present review (77) – although contrastingly,
a study of 10 specialist services for personality
disorder found that male gender and younger age
did predict dropout (78). Therapeutic alliance has
been found to predict dropout in psychotherapy
models for BPD which were not included in the
present review (79, 80), and readiness for change
specifically has been found to predict dropout from
psychological treatment for substance abuse,
eating disorders and panic disorder (81–84). The
finding that patients with less suicidal behaviour
are more likely to drop out is consistent with an
earlier finding from out-patient psychotherapy for
BPD (15). A possible explanation could be the
focus of many treatments for BPD on targeting

suicidal behaviour – do individuals with less
suicidal behaviour feel that the treatment is not
for them, and so drop out? Alternatively, individ-
uals with more suicidal behaviour may experience a
very high level of subjective distress – could they
therefore be more desperate for change and thus
more committed to therapy? Neither of these
suggestions offers a full explanation for this
yet-to-be substantiated phenomenon.
The results imply that, in interventions for BPD

which have been demonstrated to be effective,
treatment completion is generally fairly high and
is in fact on average higher than that found in the
wider psychotherapy literature. Furthermore, the
completion rates were similar across interventions
that were shorter than 12 months or those which
were longer. Thus, it may safely be said that a
diagnosis of BPD should no longer be associated
with a high probability of dropping out of treat-
ment, even when the treatment course is long. One
may speculate that perhaps the earlier low comple-
tion rates resulted from a mismatch between people
with BPD and the treatments available for them,
rather than being a problem with BPD itself. The
papers included in earlier reviews all described
dropout rates from unstructured, non-specialised
treatments. In contrast, the increasing specialisation
of the treatments for BPD reviewed here may have
led to a better fit for these patients and thus lower
dropout rates. In support of this argument, dropout
rates from the �treatment as usual� condition were
very high in some of the RCTs included in this
review (31, 32) and were significantly higher than in
the intervention condition in at least two studies (35,
36). However, this was not the case in all studies (34,
41, 43). Alternatively, perhaps the decrease in the
stigma associated with treating BPD in recent years,
as most notably demonstrated in the Department of
Health publication �Personality Disorder: No
longer a diagnosis of exclusion� (15), has meant
that health professionals are now believing more
and more that these individuals can be treated
effectively without therapist burnout and are thus
working with more confidence to keep patients with
BPD in treatment. Nonetheless, although the over-
all completion rate was high, there was considerable
variability, with a few studies reporting much lower
completion rates. Even when the high overall
completion rate is considered, the averaged 25%
of patients who drop out of treatment is still not
ideal. Furthermore, there was evidence that studies
with very low completion rates were less likely to be
published, skewing published results towards more
positive outcomes.
The current research on factors predicting

dropout in individual studies has been minimal
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and has perhaps been overfocused on the role of
sociodemographic and clinical characteristics,
which, with the exception of self-harm and impul-
sivity, have so far largely not been found to be
associated with dropout. Future research could
focus more on the psychological processes that
may influence whether a patient drops out or stays
in treatment. Research on patients� commitment to
and motivation for change, together with research
on the therapeutic processes occurring during
treatment, may offer a promising avenue to be
further explored, which could potentially lead to
future interventions focused on targeting the
psychological processes involved in fostering treat-
ment commitment. Furthermore, there is currently
no qualitative research exploring why patients
drop out of effective interventions for BPD,
although there has been some research with
patients who dropped out from an as yet unproved
group treatment for BPD (85). Such research could
enable interventions for BPD to be improved to
achieve consistently high completion rates.
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